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2006 FIGHTING ILLINI ROSTER
Name
Justin Aronson*
Brian Beaird
Jason Bill***
Tim Entwistle
Matthew Flaherty**
Trent Hoerr**
Jon Houseworth***
Michael Kelley*
Tim Kelly**
Tim Maier*
Mike Murray
Jacob Nachel
Jon Popejoy
Rob Pykosz
Jared Richardson
Alister Ross
Maciej Sniegorski**
Jeremy Stevens
Dan Stock**
Class Elg. Hometown / High School/College
Sr. Jr. Roscoe, lll./Hononegah
Fr. Fr. Naperville, lll./Naperville Central
Sr. Sr. Buda, lll./Bureau Valley
Fr. Fr. Buffalo Grove, 1 1 1./Stevenson
Sr. Jr. Springfield, Ill./Chatham Glenwood
Sr. Jr. Morton, lll./Morton
Sr. Sr. Carlock, lll./Eureka
Sr. Jr. Rockford, Ill./Winnebago
Sr. Jr. Orland Park, Ill./Cart Sandburg
So. So. LaGrange, lll./Lyons Township
Fr. Fr. Arlington Heights, IIL/Prospect
Fr. Fr. Western Springs, lll./Lyons Twp.
Fr. Fr. Wheaton, lil./Wheaton-Warrenville So.
Fr. Fr. Schaumburg, Ill./Conant
Fr. Fr. Machesney Park, lll./Harlem
Jr. Jr. Brisbane, Australia/Univ. of Queensland
Sr. Sr. Gliwice, Poland/Liceum Ogolnoksztalcace
Fr. Fr. Winnebago, Ill./Winnebago
Sr. Jr. Arlington Heights, IIL/Prospect
SENIORS
Head Coach: Wendel McRaven, Second Season
* Denotes the number of varsity letters
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Aronson AIR-on-son
Flaherty FLA-er-ty
Hoerr HAIR
Maier. MAY-er
Pykosz PIE-cohs
Maciej Sniegorski . . . ma-CHECK SNE-gor-ski
Jason Bill
Jon Houseworth
Maciej Sniegorski
JUNIORS
Justin Aronson
Matthew Flaherty
Trent Hoerr
Michael Kelley
Tim Kelly
Alister Ross
Dan Stock
SOPHOMORES
Tim Maier
FRESHMAN
Brian Beaird
Tim Entwistle
Mike Murray
Jacob Nachel
Jon Popejoy
Rob Pykosz
Jared Richardson
Jeremy Stevens
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Randy Ballard
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Allison Berg
Marketing
Steve Bode
Equipment Manager
Susan Campbell Joe Cross
Administrative Assistant Academic Counselor
#
Vince Hie
Associate Attiletic Director
Christa McGraw
Sports Information
Tom Michael
Head Academic Advisor
Brian Walsh
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2006 FIGHTING ILLINI SEASON OUTLOOK
LIN.1IIIIIJ.1-J
Fighting Illini Head Men's Cross Country Coach
has labeled the 2006 season as one of great
"expectations."
"I want our men to focus first-and-foremost on
what is within their control. That's what we mean
by 'expectations.' That which is within their grasp,
"
said McRaven.
McRaven, who was brought to Illinois by men's
track and field head coach, 'Wayne Angel, to
rebuild the cross country program spent the 2005-
06 season laying the groundwork for the future o(
the program.
"The number one priority in my first year was to
change our mindset and raise the bar in regards to
our level of expectations," stated McRaven. "It is a
fluid process. As we make progress we are hungrier
for more."
According to McRaven, the 2005-06 year included
many "small victories" that he expects will lead to
future success and much bigger wins. Among those
victories was the development of Dan Stock. Stock,
a walk-on, went from not even being in the Big Ten
line-up in 2005 to qualifying individually for the
NCAA national championships.
"Stock provides a shining example to everyone in
our program that doing the small things,
understanding the training and being a ferocious
competitor can lead to very high levels of success,
"
McRaven said.
Stock is not the only Illini returning to the line-up
with national experience. Senior Jason Bill returns
after red-shirting the 2005 season. Bill has been a
two-time individual national qualifier in cross
country as well as qualifying for the NCAA outdoor
track and field championships in the 10,000
meters. In 2004, Bill finished fourth at the Pre-
National meet at Indiana State. He covered the
8,000-meter layout in Terre Haute in 23:59.4
which is the fifth-fastest 8K in school history.
Also joining Bill, coming off a season of red-
shirting, are juniors Trent Hoerr and senior Jon
Houseworth. Hoerr took advantage of missing the
fall racing season and trained hard in preparation
for the track season. His work paid off as he ran
huge personal bests during the track season at
5,000 meters and 10,000 meters. Indoors, he won
the Meyo Invitational 5,000 meters at Notre Dame
in 14:03, which ranks as the fourth-tastest time in
school history. He followed that up with a stellar
10,000-meter run at the Big Ten outdoor
championships. He finished fourth in the Big Ten
meet with a personal best of 29:13, also the fourth-
fastest mark in Illini history. Along the way, Hoerr
also finished 21st at the USATF Fall Cross Country
Nationals in Rochester, New York.
Houseworth, who has primarily been known for his
prowess in the 3000-meter steeplechase, is coming
off a tremendous summer of training and is poised
to finish his career in style.
"'House' had a great summer and is more fit than I
have ever seen him," said McRaven. "He is one of
the most talented athletes in our program. If he
combines his talent and fitness with racing
toughness he will be a difference maker for us."
Other returning athletes who are expected to
contribute include, senior Maciej Sniegorski and
juniors Mike Kelley and Matt Flaherty. Sniegorski
made tremendous progress indoors. He finished
ninth in both the 3000 meters and 5000 meters at
the Big Ten indoor championships before being bit
by the injury bug outdoors. Kelley showed great
promise as he progressed through the outdoor
season and continued that progress with a great
summer of training. Flaherty, after having
emergency surgery in the summer of 2005, battled
his way back into the line-up. He eventually ran in
the number three spot for the Illini last season.
'While keeping an eye on the present, McRaven
knows the fiiture has started to arrive at Illinois. A
stellar recruiting class of in-state talent looks to
make both an immediate and long-lasting impact
on the Illini program. Jeremy Stevens comes in
with impressive credentials out of high school.
Stevens was the two-time Illinois Class A state
champion in cross country (2003 and 2005) as well
as the 2006 Class A state champion and state meet
record holder at 3200 meters. Stevens finished
22nd at the Foot Locker Nation.il Championships
after placing fifth in the Foot Locker Midwest
Regional. He posted an impressive 8:56.9 in the
3200 meters to win the prestigious Prospect
Invitational and ran 4:12.25 in the mile to place
second in the Nike Midwest Distance Gala.
Joining Stevens is a "who's who" list of Illinois
products from the class of 2006. Jacob Nachel joins
the Illini after winning the Class AA state title in
the 3200 meters. Nachel ran a personal best of
9:02.5, finishing third at the Prospect Invitational.
Jon Popejoy was a two-time All-State performer in
cross country with a best finish of seventh in the
Class AA meet in 2003. He finished his senior cross
country season with a 16th-place finish in the Foot
Locker Midwest Regional. Tim Entwistle earned
All-State honors in cross country and improved to
4:15.0 in the 1600 meters as a senior.
Brian Beaird comes to the Champaign-Urbana
campus off a second-place finish in the Class AA
state meet in the 800 meters (1:52.12). He also
sports a 4:16.4 personal best in the 1600 meters.
Joining him out of the middle distance side is Jared
Richardson who has earned three All-State awards
at 800 meters and one in cross country. Mike
Murray earned one All-State honor at 1 600 meters
along with a state title and a state runner-up finish
in the 4x800 meter relay.
"I think it's a very solid freshmen class," said
McRaven. "We've got guys covering all the bases
from the middle distances through the long
distances. I expect a couple of the freshmen will
make an immediate impact. It's a group that brings
it's own energy and has energized the team."
Other newcomers that McRaven expects to battle
for a spot in the line-up include red-shirt freshman
Rob Pykosz and junior transfer Alister Ross. Pykosz
had a solid freshman campaign indoors while red-
shirting cross country and outdoor track. Ross, who
adds to the Illini depth in the middle distances,
sports a 800-meter personal best of 1:49.95.
"I'm excited to get things rolling, " said McRaven.
"This is the first step towards a new future for Illini
cross country and distance running."
2006 FIGHTING ILLINI SCHEDULE
Sept. 1 Illini Open Champaign, III.
Sept. 15 Illini Challenge Champaign, III.
Sept. 29 Notre Dame Invitational South Bend, IN
Oct. 7 SalukI invitational Carbondale, III.
Oct. 14 Pre-NCAA Invitational Terre Haute, Ind.
Oct. 29 Big Ten Championships Bloomington, Ind.
Nov. 11 NCAA Midwest Regional Minneapolis, Minn.
Nov. 20 NCAA National Championships Terre Haute, Ind.
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COACHING STAFF
WENDEL M'RAVEN
HEAD MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY COACH
Wendel McRaven enters his second year at the
helm of the Illinois men's cross country team
and distance program. The impact of his first
year leading the Illini should begin to be seen
this season.
This past year, McRaven, who is familiar with rebuilding programs, took
several small steps In laying the foundation tor the future success of the
Illini. In the fall, while redshirting his top-three returning athletes, he
guided walk-on Dan Stock from obscurity to individually qualifying for
the NCAA national cross country championships. On the track, the Illini
made several forays into the all-time top-10 lists. The highlight being the
success of Trent Hoerr, who joined the Illinois all-time lists in the 3000
meters and 5000 meters indoors and the 5000 meters and 10,000 meters
outdoors. Hoerr, who finished fourth in the 10,000 meters at the Big
Ten outdoor championships, missed qualifying for the NCAA meet by
only seven seconds in the event.
Another highlight of this past year for the Illini distance program was the
recruitment ot a very strong incoming freshmen class. Ihe Illini add two
state champions and a state runner-up to their line-up as well as several
other potential standouts.
McRaven came to the University of Illinois after spending nine years at
Kent State University where he was the head coach of the Golden
Flashes' track and field and cross country programs for the past five years.
As the head coach at Kent State, McRaven led the Golden Flashes to five
Mid-American Conference championships, winning five MAC Coach of
the Year honors. He was also honored as Central Collegiate Coach of the
year. Mondo/USTCA Great Lakes Men's Coach of they Year and
Mondo/USTCA Great Lakes Women's Coach of the Year each once.
Kent State's distance runners achieved unparalleled success under
McRaven's guidance. McRaven sent three distance athletes to the NCAA
national championships including 800 meter All-American Mike Inge,
and 3000 meter steeplechasers Peter 'Weisz (2003 and 2004) and
Stephanie Snyder (2001). He also guided the women's cross country
team to the first-ever cross country conference title in school history.
"I'M VERY EXCITED ABOUT WHAT COACH MCRAVEN
IS DOING WITH THE CROSS COUNTRY PROGRAM.
ENTHUSIAM IS AT AN ALL-TIME HIGH AND HE HAS THE
TEAM COMMITTED TO BEING THE BEST THAT THEY
CAN BE. WHAT MORE CAN YOU REALLY ASK FOR?"
Illini Track Head Coach "Wayne Angel on McRaven
Prior to joining Kent State's program, McRaven served as an assistant
track coach and recruiting coordinator at the University of Nebraska
from 1994-96. During his tenure, the Huskers' men's and women's
teams won three out of four possible indoor and outdoor conference
championships. The 1996 Husker men finished second at the NCAA
indoor national championships while the women earned a fourth-place
trophy. While at Nebraska he worked with the team's distance runners
and jumpers. He also was responsible for some of the nation's top
recruiting classes during his two years in Lincoln.
Before joining the Cornhusker program, McRaven was an assistant track
and cross country coach at the University ofAlabama from 1991-94. The
1994 Alabama women's track team won the indoor and outdoor
Southeastern Conference (SEC) championships and finished second at
the 1994 NCAA indoor championships. The women's cross country
team qualified for the NCAA championships in 1993.
A native of Arlington Heights, 111., McRaven graduated from Wheeling
High School. As a student-athlete at North Central College in
Naperville, III., McRaven was part of three NCAA Division III national
championship teams and earned Division III All-American honors in the
3000-meter steeplechase in 1990. At North Central, he was coached by
former Illini All-American Al Carius. McRaven earned his bachelor's
degree in English from North Central in 1990 and his master's degree in
human performance studies from Alabama in 1993. He is a USATF
Level II certified coach in the endurance events.
McRaven is married to the former Mary Guthrie of Palatine, III.
They have a daughter, Kylie Nicole, born in April, 2005. They reside in
Savoy, 111.
McRiiveu enten hh iecottii yiuir tv> hfiiA tiiiith with gri^at I'xpectatiom
ofthe 2006 season.
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WAYNE ANGEL
HEAD MEN'S TRACK & FIELD COACH
Wayne Angel enters his fourth season as the head
men's track and field coach, following a season
that saw him continue the return ot the Fighting
Illini to the Big Ten's elite teams. Under Angel's
guidance the (Grange and Blue placed third at the
Big Ten Indoor Championships, fifth at the
conference outdoor meet and had three indoor and one outdoor Big Ten
Champions.
Angel came to Illinois after a one-year stint at the University of Iowa,
where he was the head women's cross country coach and assistant track and
field coach for the Hawkeyes.
During his brief stint in Iowa City, Iowa, Angel helped guide the Iowa
women's track and field team to a sixth-place finish at the Big Ten
Outdoor Championships, the school's highest finish in nine years.
Angel received his B.A. in physical education from the University of
Illinois in 1982 while enjoying a successful track and field career. A two-
time Big Ten Champion as a member of the 4x400 meter relay. Angel
ended his one-year Illinois career as the school-record holder in the 400-
meter intermediate hurdles with a time of 50.56 seconds, which currently
ranks ninth on the school's all-time list in the event.
A tri-captain for the Illini in 1981, Angel won his first Big Ten title at the
1 98 1 Big Ten Indoor Championships in the 4x400 meter relay with a time
of 3:12.7 before claiming the same title outdoors with a time of 3:08.1.
Angel also finished fourth for the Illini at the Big Ten Indoor
Championships in the 500-meters and fourth in the 400-meter
intermediate hurdles outdoors.
Angel is a former Army Airborne Ranger and a distinguished honor
graduate of the Army's Air Assault School. A rwo-time USTAFF and
Junior College All-American, Angel was inducted into the Rantoul High
School (III.) H;J1 of Fame in 1985.
ED RIEGERT
VOLUNTEER ASSISTANT COACH
Ed Riegert begins his second year as a volunteer
assistant coach for the Illini. A Downers Grove, 111.,
native, Riegert was the 1996 runner-up in the IHSA
1600 meter run. Fie competed in cross country and
track and field for DePaul University and Division III
powerhouse North Central College. His four Division
111 All-American honors include a distance medley relay national championship
during the 2000 indoor season.
Individually that year, he placed third in the indoor 1 500 meters, second in the
outdoor 1 500 meters, and third in the outdoor 800 meters. Riegert graduated
from North Central in 2001 with a degree in physical education. He served as
the head men's and women's track coach at Chicago's North Park University in
2004-05, after several seasons as an assistant coach at North Central College. His
personal bests include 1:50.48 in 800 meters and 3:48. IS for 1500 meters. Ed Riegert and Weudel McRaven enter their second year togethe
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MEET THE ILLINI
JUSTIN ARONSON
JUNIOR // ROSCOE, ILL. // HONONEGAH
2005-SOPHOMORE: Ran the fourth best time for the
llhni in the season-opening Hawkeye Invitational with
a time of 18:57, finishing 14th overall ... Finished the
Pack-lt-Up Challenge with a season-best time of
25:57 ... Ran seventh for the lllini at the Pre-
Nationals meet.
2004-FRESHMAN: Finished fifth at season-opening Redbird Challenge with a
season-best time of 20:05.
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned three letters for cross countrv and three letters for track
... All-Conference his senior year ... Conference champion in 1600m and
3200m his senior year . . . High school coach was Ray McLarty.
PERSONAL: Full name is Justin Andrew Aronson . . . Born 3/10/85 in Rockford, III.
. . .
Parents are Jeff and Teri Aronson . . . Majoring in General Engineering ... Has
two sisters, Katie and Danielle.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
8000m: 25:57
Track
10.000m: 31:35.78
individual at the NCAA Championships since Craig Virgin in 1973 ... Finished
155th overall ... Had three top-10 finishes during the season ... Was an All-
Midwest Regional honoree with a seventh-place finish at the regional
championship ... Finished a season-best second at the Illinois Invitational ...
Season best 8,000 meter time of 24:48.2 came at the Big Ten Championships
where he led Illinois and finished 21st overall ... Finished the season at the U.S.
Cross Country Junior Nationals where he finished eighth and was named an
alternate to the U.S. Junior National team.
HIGH SCHOOL: Illinois Class A State Champion in the 1,600m as a senior ...
Recorded a season-best 1.600m time of 4:14.00 ... Finished fourth in the same
race as a junior ... Finished second at the Class A cross country championships
as a senior, running a three-mile time of 14:47... Finished 10th at the state cross
country meet as a lunior with a time of 15:16 ... Also brings in a personal-best
time of 9:16.6 in the 3.200m.
PERSONAL: Son of Gary and Phyllis Bill ... Born Jan. 11, 1984 . . . Brother Randy
ran track and cross country at Augustana College ... Majoring in Biology/
Pre-Med.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
8000m: 23:59.4
10,000m: 30:15
Track
Mile: 4:07.78
3000m: 8:07.81
5000m: 14:01.08
10,000m: 29:14.85
JASON BILL
SENIOR // BUDA, ILL. // BUREAU VALLEY
2005-RS JUNIOR: Redshirted due to iniury.
2G04-JUNIOR: Posted an 8K time of 24:36 en route to
a lOth-place finish at Roy Griak Invitational in
Minneapolis, Minn ... Finished 22nd at Big Ten
Championships with time of 24:54 ... Finished fourth
at NCAA Regional meet and qualified for NCAA
Championships ... Earned All-Region honors ... Finished fourth at Pre-Nationals
with a race time and personal best of 23:59,4, the fifth-fastest 8K time in school
histoiv ... Placed 76th at NCAA Championships with lOK time of 32:22.
2003-SOPHOMORE: mini's top finisher in
each event he competed in ... Won the
Missouri Challenge and the Pack-lt-Up
lllini Challenge . .
.
Honored as the Big Ten
Cross Country Athlete of the Week following
the Missouri victory ... Ran 31:37 to finish
15th at the lOK Midwest Regional meet . .
.
Finished 12th at the Cowboy Jamboree,
clocking a personal best 8K time of 24:37
... Placed fourth at the Great American
Cross Country Festival . . . Took 40th at the
Big Ten Championships despite suffering
an injury during the race,
20G2-FRESHMAN: Immediately stepped m
and became Illinois' top runner by season's
end ... Earned an at-large bid to the NCAA
Championships, becoming the first Illinois
runner to compete at the NCAA
Championships since 1995 and the first I
lyiAHHEW FLAHERTY
JUNIOR // SPRINGFIELD, ILL. //
CHATHAM-GLENWOOD
2005-SOPHOMORE: Ran fourth for the lllini at the Pre-
Nationals meet with a 8K personal best of 25:26 ...
Ran Big Ten Championships in 26:08 ... Placed 44th at
the NCAA Regional meet with a time of 32:32.
2004-FRESHMAN: Placed fourth at season-opening Redbird Challenge with a
time of 19:57 ... Ran Big Ten Championships in 25:49 ... Finished 50th at NCAA
Regional meet with time of 31:57.
HIGH SCHOOL: Earned All-Conference honors four years in cross country and
three seasons in track ... Was a member of four cross country conference
championship teams and two track conference championship teams ... Won four
varsity letters in track and four in cross country ... Ran for coaches Mike Johnson
and Jay Rogers.
PERSONAL: Full name is Matthew Alan Flaherty ... Goes by Matt ... Nickname is
Frodo ... Majoring in civil engineering ... Parents are Kurt and JoAnn Flaherty ...
Has one sister, Melanie ... En|oys playing piano ... Biggest sports thrill was
winning the 1600m at the conference track meet as a junior, which helped his
team win its first-ever conference championship ... This past summer he worked
for Hanson Professional Services, Inc. ... His mom most influenced his sports
career by forcing him to join cross country in sixth grade ... Academic honors
include being named a Big Ten Conference Scholar (2005-06). recieving the U of
I Alumni Association George Huff Award (2005), and making the Dean's list.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
8000m: 25:25
10,000m: 31:57
linois freshman to compete as an
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TRENT HOERR
JUNIOR // MORTON, ILL // MORTON
2005-RS JUNIOR: Did not compete for ttie lllini. Ran
unattacfied at ttie USATF Fall Cross Country Nationals
m Rochester, Nl, and fmistred 21st.
2004-SOPHOMORE: Posted lllini second-best time of
25:39 at 8K Roy Griak Invitational ... Ran lllini-best
time of 24:46 en route to 17tti place finisti at Big Ten Ctiampionships ... Posted
career-best lOK time of 31:30 at NCAA Regionals.
2003-FRESHMAN; Became the first-ever Fighting lllini runner to qualify for the
U.S. Junior Men's team after his third-place finish at the 2004 USA Cross Country
Championships ... Was the fifth scorer for Team USA at the lAAF World Cross
Country Championships . . . Illinois' second finisher in each of his four races . .
.
Placed third at the Pack-lt-Up lllini Challenge with a season-best 8K time of
25:08.09 ... Ran 25:19 to finish 24th at the Cowboy Jamboree ... Was 41st at
the Big Ten Championships . . . Clocked 32:05 at the lOK regional race.
HIGH SCHOOL: Finished 10th at the
Foot Locker Midwest meet as a senior
... Earned an ISth-place finish at the
state meet his senior year ... Placed
seventh at the Mid-East meet as a
senior ... Garnered nine letters in high
school, four in cross country, three in
track and two in wrestling ... High
school coaches were Darren Hurst and
Dave Nordhielm.
PERSONAL: Full given name is Trent
Jackson Hoerr ... Parents are Dan and
Karen Hoerr ... Has five brothers and
two sisters ... Three brothers wrestled
in college, Brooke, at the University of
Indiana. Blake, at Indiana and Illinois
and Grant, at the University of
Wisconsin ... Biggest thrill in sports was finshmg 10th at the Foot Locker
Midwest meet ... Favorite athlete is Steve Prefontaine because of his
determination and drive ... High school coach Dave Nordhielm most influenced
his running career because he got him to start taking running seriously.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
8000m: 24:46
10,000m: 30:56
Track
3000m: 8:05.73
5000m: 14:03.36
10,000m: 29:13.8E
JON HOUSEWORTH
SENIOR // CARLOCK, ILL. // EUREKA
2005-RS SENIOR: Did not compete for the lllini.
2004-JUNIOR: Posted a career-best 8K time of 25:40
at the Big Ten Championships ... Posted the fifth-best
lllini time of 31:37 and finished 39th at NCAA
Regional meet.
2003-SOPHOMORE: Had a season-best finish of seventh at the Missouri
Challenge ... Ran a season-best 8K time of 25:36.52 to place 10th at the Pack-
lt-Up lllini Challenge ... Clocked 33:09 as Illinois' fifth scorer at the regional
meet ... Was the team's sixth finisher at the Cowboy Jamboree and the Great
American Cross Country Festival ... Also competed at the Big Ten
Championships.
2002-FRESHMAN: Was a key contributor as a freshman ... Was hindered by a shin
iniury throughout the second half of the season ... Opened the season with three
top-11 overall finishes ... Back-to-back lOth-place finishes came at the Great
American Invitational and Illinois State Pre-Regional Invitational ... Finished
11th at the Illinois Invitational with a season-best 8K time of 25:35.94 ... Also
competed at the Big Ten
Championships.
HIGH SCHOOL: Three-time All-State
selection in cross country and track
... All-Conference all four years ...
Finished 19th at the state cross
country meet in 1999, was sixth in
2000 and eighth in 2001 ... Led
team to state cross country
championship all four seasons ...
Earned four letters in cross country,
four in track and two in basketball
... High school coach was Brett
Charleton.
PERSONAL: Full given name is Jon
Douglas Houseworth ... Born
10/4/83 in Lawrence, Kan. ...
Majoring in biology ... Son of Steve and Patty Houseworth . . . Both parents ran
track and cross country, mom at Southern Illinois and dad at Westmont
University ... Has one brother.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
8000m: 25:35
10,000m: 31:37
Track
Mile: 4:10.17
3000m: 8:19.27
3000 SC: 8:55.85
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MICHAEL KELLEY
JUNIOR // ROCKFORD, ILL. // WINNEBAGO
2005-SOPHOMORE: Placed seventh for the lllmi at the
opening Hawkeye Invitational with a time of 19:15 ...
Clocked 25:24 as Illinois' second runner at the Loyola
Lakefront Challenge with a personal best 8K ... Ran
the Big Ten Championships in 26:48 ... Finished the
season as Illinois' sixth runner at the NCAA Regional
meet with a time of 33:08.
2004-FRESHMAN: Ran a season-best 20:09 and finished eighth at season-
opening Redbird Challenge ... Posted a time of 25:59 at the Big Ten
Championships.
HIGH SCHOOL: Cross country state runner-up in 2002 . . . State champion in the
1600m run in 2003 ... Named All-State four years ... Contributed to state
champion cross country team in 2002 ... Won four letters in cross country and
track, and two in basketball while attending Winnebago High. High school
coaches were Roger Frederickson and Joe Erb.
PERSONAL: Full given name is Michael Lynch Kelley ... Son of Ken and Christine
Kelley ... Born July 15, 1984, in Cataldo, ID ... Brother, Brian, runs cross country
and track for Wisconsin-Oshkosh . .
.
Favorite athlete is ft/luhammad Ali because
he was a winner and was entertaining ... Graduated eighth in his high school
class and held a perfect 4.0 GPA his last five semesters ... Growing up, had
Kiwane Garris as an lllmi hero.
Personal Bests: Cross Country
Om: 25:24
Track
5000m: 14:49.22
TIM KELLY
NCAA Regional meet anc
JUNIOR // ORLAND PARK, ILL. // SANDBURG
2005-SOPHOMORE: Ran the opening Hawkeye
Invitational in a time of 19:38 ... Clocked a personal-
best at the lllmi Pack-lt-Up Challenge with a time of
25:51 ... Finished as Illinois' fifth runner at the Loyola
Lakefront Challenge with a time of 25:58 ... Came m
sixth for the lllini at Pre-Nationals ... Ran the Big Ten
Championships in 26:41 ... Posted a 33:08 at the
finished 75th.
2004-FRESHMAN: Finished as fifth I
Invitational.
Imi scorer with a time of 26:49 at Roy Griak
HIGH SCHOOL: Was an All-State miler his senior season ... All-Sectional senior
season ... Sectional mile champion senior year ... All-Conference junior and
senior years ... All-Region three years ... Qualified for the state cross country
meet sophomore through senior seasons . .
. Earned three letters in cross country
and three in track . .
.
Qualified for state in the 4x800 as a junior.
PERSONAL: Full given name is Timothy Michael Kelly ... Nickname is TK ...
Parents are Thomas and Mary Ann Kelly ... Born 10/25/84 ... Has one sister ...
Biggest thrill in sports was qualifying for the state finals in the mile . . . Majoring
in engineering ... Favorite athlete is Lance Armstrong because of his
determination ... Enjoys playing the guitar ... Ron Zinn Award recipient ...
Earned high honors every year in high school.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
8000m: 25:50
Track
3000m: 8:34.84
TIM MAIER
SOPHOMORE // LAGRANGE, ILL. // LYONS VNP.
2005-FRESHMAN: Finished 10th in his first collegiate
meet at the opening Hawkeye Invitational ... Clocked
a 25:35 at the Loyola Lakefront Challenge ... Ran
fourth for the team at the Big Ten Championships ...
Finished the season in 53rd place at the NCAA
Regional meet.
HIGH SCHOOL: Placed ninth in state and was the MVP in his only year running
cross country as a senior after playing three years of soccer ... Also All-State in
track twice in the 4x800m relay ... High school coach was Mike Kuharic.
PERSONAL: Full given name is Timothy Maier... Born on May 5, 1987 ... Has five
siblings, three sisters (Karen, Ali, and Hannah) and two brothers (Kevin and
David) ... Majoring in mechanical engineering.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
8000m: 25:35
10,000m: 32:43
RS frcihtHiin Roh Pyhnsz tvid junior Thn Maivr run togctht'r at the tt-am'i home
course, the Ul Arhorctuni.
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ROB PYKOSZ
RS FRESHMAN // SCHAUMBURG, ILL // CONANT
2005-FRESHMAN: Redshirted for the lllini.
HIGH SCHOOL: State Qualifier in track and cross
country ... High school coach was John Powers, former
lllini Cross Country letterwmner.
PERSONAL Full given name Robert Pykosz ... Born November 8, 1986 ... Mother,
Sandy, is a teacher and father, Tom, is a marketing manager ... Has two sisters,
Carrie and Christie, and one brother, Mike ... Hobbies include music and golfing
... Did not begin to run cross country until junior year of high school ... Majoring
in business and finance.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
4miles;20;33
Track
3000m: 8:25.73
5000m: 14:39.49
2004: Ran Illinois' sixth-best time in his first collegiate race at the Roy Griak
Invitational (27:01) ... Ran a season-best time of 26:20 at the Big Ten
Championships.
HIGH SCHOOL Regional champion from 2002-04 in the 1500m, 3000m and
cross country runs ... Earned the silver medal at the tJ-19 national cross country
championships in 2002.
PERSONAL: Full given name is Maciej Adam Sniegorski ... Goes by Maciek ...
Born on February 7, 1983 . . . Parents are Adam and Jadwiga Sniegorksi . . . Hails
from Gliwice, Poland ... Majoring in sociology ... Has three sisters, Marta,
Malgosia and Maria . . . Interests include politics and music . . . Says his father
most influenced his athletic career because he encouraged Maciek to run in his
group . , . Favorite athlete is Michael Jordan.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
8000m: 25:19
10,000m: 32:20
Track
3000m: 8:09.04
3000 SC: 9:06.84
5000m: 14:29.51
ALISTER ROSS
JUNIOR // BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND
AT QUEENSLAND: Competed for the University of
Queensland track and field team in the 800m and
4x400 ... Previous coach was Lloyd Way.
\ T^y* \ HIGH SCHOOL Placed second in the 800m at the
^ ^ * 2005 Australian U-23 Athletics Championships ...
Finished third in the 800m at the 2003 Australian Youth Olympic festival.
PERSONAL Full given name is Alister Mark Ross ... Born on November 2, 1985 ...
Parents are Rod and Leilani Ross ... Has three brothers, Jonathon, Ian, and
Mitchell ... Hails from Brisbane, Australia ... Majoring in agricultural finance ...
Biggest thrill in sports was placing second in the 800m at the 2005 National
Championships ... Enjoys running, cricket, rugby and cycling.
PERSONAL BESTS: Track
800m: 1:49.95
600m: 1:18,1
MACIEJ SNIEGORSKI
SENIOR // GLIWICE, POLAND
LICEUM OGOLNOKSZTALCACE
2005: Opened his season as Illinois' second finisher
at the Pack-lt-Up lllini Challenge ... Finished as
Illinois' third at the Loyola Lakefront Challenge with a
time of 25:35 ... Posted a career-best time of 25:20 at
Pre-Nationals ... Was the second lllini finisher at Big
Ten Championships and 46th overall ... Clocked 32:20
and came in 36th at the NCAA Regional meet.
DAN STOCK
JUNIOR
MT PROSPECT ILL.
PROSPECT
2005: Was Illinois' top finisher in almost every race he
competed in ... Came in sixth at the opening season
Hawkeye Invitational ... Posted a season-best 24:52
and was Illinois' top finisher at Pre-Nationals ...
Placed 33rd at Big Ten Championships ... Ran a time
of 31:30 en-route to a 19th-place finish at the NCAA Regional meet ... Was the
lone lllini runner at the NCAA Championships with a 136th-place finish and a
time of 31:20.
2004: Finished 82nd at NCAA Regional meet with a time of 32:11.
HIGH SCHOOL Voted All-State and All-Conference his senior year and All-
Conference his sophomore year ... Placed 22nd in the Illinois High School
Association Class AA cross country meet in 2002 while his team placed fourth ...
Won the Senior Knightship award ... Earned three letters in cross country and four
in track ... Teammate of current lllini Mike Murray ... Coaches were Mike Stokes
and Pete Wintermute.
PERSONAL Full given name is Daniel Robert Stock ... Son of David and Diane
Stock... Born Feb. 21, 1985 ... Has one sister, Jessica ... Majoring in accounting
... Biggest thrill in sports is qualifying for the NCAA national cross country meet
in 2005 ... Favorite athlete is Billy Mills because through self-belief he
accomplished what everyone else thought was impossible ... Was on the honor
roll each semester in high school ... An Illinois State Scholar ... Member of the
National Honor Society
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
8000m: 24:51
10,000m: 31:20
Track
3000 SC: 9:02.47
5000m: 14:34.99
o
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BRIAN BEAIRD
FRESHMAN // NAPERVILLE, ILL.
NAPERVILLE CENTRAL
HIGH SCHOOL: 2006 Class AA State runner-up and
2006 Midwest Distance Gala runner-up in 800m ...
Holds record in the 800m (1:52.12) and ttie 4x400
(3:18.7) ... High school coaches were Neal Duncan
and Steve Weisbrook.
PERSONAL: Full name given is Brian Patrick Beaird ... Born on June 22, 1988 ...
Parents are Brian and Deb Beaird ... Has one sister, Christina ... Majoring in
mechanical engineering ... Member of the Honor Roll and National Honor Society
... Enjoys working on cars and playing soccer.
PERSONAL BESTS: CROSS COUNTRY
3 miles: 15:07
TRACK
800m:l:52.12
1600m: 4:16.4
MIKE MURRAY
FRESHMAN // ARLINGTON HTS., ILL // PROSPECT
HIGH SCHOOL: Placed seventh in the 1600m and was
a part of the 4x800 runner-up relay team in 2005 ...
2004 State Champion m the 4x800 ... High school
coaches were Mike Stakes and Peter Wintermute.
PERSONAL: Full given name is Michael Benjamin
Murray ... Born on June 14, 1987 ... Father is Edward Murray ... Has one brother,
Edward, and one sister, Megan ... Father played as defensive tackle for Illinois
football (1973-74) ... Brother was a member of Illinois' cross country and track
team ... Says his biggest thrill in sports is the competition ... Enjoys running,
reading and playing basketball ... J. Kyle Braid leadership foundation member ...
Member of the National Honor Society.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
3miles: 15:01
Track
1600m: 4:17.21
TIM ENTWISTLE
FRESHMAN // BUFFALO GROVE, ILL. // STEVENSON
HIGH SCHOOL: 2005 Class AA All-State in Cross
Country (20th place) ... Qualified for the 2006 State
Meet in 1600m ... High school coach was John
Schauble and Andy Farrisey.
PERSONAL: Full given name is Timothy Allan Entwistle
... Born on September 14, 1987 ... Parents are David and Susan Entwistle ... Has
one sister, Michelle ... Maioring in computer science ... Favorite athlete is Paul
Konerko because he quietly leads by example ... Was an AP scholar.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
3 miles: 14:47
Track
1600m: 4:15.0
JACOB NACHEL
FRESHMAN // WESTERN SPRINGS, ILL. // LYONS TWP.
HIGH SCHOOL: 2006 State Champion in the 3200m ...
All-State at the 2005 Class AA Cross Country meet
(11th place) ... High school coach was Michael
Kuharic.
PERSONAL: Full name given is Jacob Robert Nachel ...
Born on April 19, 1988 ... Nickname is "Nacho" ... Parents are Jim and Gail
Nachel ... Has one sister, Nicole ... Maioring in biology ... Enjoys running and
playing ultimate frisbee ... Biggest thrill in sports is "outkicking someone at the
end of a race" ... His coach has been the most influential person in his athletic
career because he got him into running and taught his everything he knows.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
3 miles: 14:37
Track
1600m: 4:18.'
JON POPEJOY
FRESHMAN // WHEATON, ILL.
WHEATON-WARREN. SO.
HIGH SCHOOL: All-State at the 2005 Class AA Cross
Country meet (15th place) ... Placed 15th in the 2005
Foot Locker Midwest Regional ... Placed seventh at the
1600m in the 2006 state meet.
PERSONAL: Full name given is Jon Daniel Popejoy ... Born on August 4, 1987 ...
Parents are Ken and Karen Popejoy ... Has four siblings, Kelly, Mike, Nick, and
Katie ... Maioring in psychology ... Enjoys playing the guitar and reading ...
Favorite athlete is Lance Armstrong.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
3 miles: 14:31
Track
1600m: 4:16.10
3200m: 9:16.7
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JARED RICHARDSON
FRESHMAN // MACHESNEY PARK, ILL // HARLEM
HIGH SCHOOL: Finished fifth m the 800m at the 2006
state meet ... Placed fourth in the 800m at the 2005
state meet ... High school coach was Richard
Johnson.
PERSONAL: Full given name is fared Alton Richardson
... Born on July J. 1987 ... Parents are Gregory and Jane Richardson ... Has one
brother, Jordan, and two sisters, Jessica and Jennifer ... Maionng in geology ...
Enjoys playing tennis and being with friends ... Plans to teach high school earth
science after graduation and coach cross country and track.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
3 miles:15:0I
5000m: 15:33
Track
800m: 1:53.35
1600m: 4:20.03
JEREMY STEVENS
FRESHMAN // WINNEBAGO, ILL. // WINNEBAGO
HIGH SCHOOL: Holds the Class A State Cross Country
record with a time of 14:18 (3 miles) ... Also holds the
3200m state record with a time of 9:10.56... Placed
third in the 1600m run and was the 3200m State
Champion at the 2006 state meet ... Illinois Class A
Cross Country Champion in 2005 ... Was the runner-
up in the 1600m in 2005 ... Finished 22nd in the 2005
Foot Locker National High School Cross Country Championsips ... 2004 runner-up
at the state cross country meet ... Finished fourth in the 1600m at the 2004 state
meet ... High school coach was Joe Erb.
PERSONAL: Full given name is Jeremy Ray Stevens ... Born on February 11, 1988
... Parents are Rod and Nancy Stevens ... Has two sisters, Jessica and Missy ...
Maionng in business ... Biggest thrill in sports is "out kicking people" ... Parents
were the most influential because of their support ... Member of the National
Honor Society.
PERSONAL BESTS: Cross Country
3 miles: 14:18
Track
1600m: 4:10.50
3200m: 8:56.9
Members ofthe newfreshman class: Tim Eiitwistte, Mike Murray, Jacob Nachel, fared Richardson, Jeremy Stevens, Jon Popejoy, and Brian Beaird.
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PRE-SEASON CAMP
o
The University of Illinois men's cross country team opened the 2006 season with a four-day, three-night pre-season training camp in Galena, Illinois. The
focus of the camp was to give the runners the opportunity to build on the summer's foundation of aerobic work, bond as a team and discuss the goals and
expectations for the year ahead.
The Fighting Illini harriers stayed at the Chestnut Mountain Ski Resort located high on a bluff above the Mississippi River. While Chestnut Mountain's
primary season is winter, summer excitement includes the resort's Alpine Slide, a 2,050-foot toboggan-rype track. The reson also offers a miniature golf
course, hiking trails, stables, a full service restaurant and retail venues.
NXTiile the resort offered plenty of fun, the Illini chose Chestnut Mountain for the surrounding countryside. The runners trained on the miles of rolling
country roads near the resort as well as nearby trails and parks. The spectacular scenery and surroundings offer a near ideal training environment to prepare
for the upcoming cross country season.
"The hilly dirt roads, the trails, the beautiful surroundings...! can't imagine a better place to kick off the cross country season," said head coach Wendel
McRaven. "It's a perfect environment to focus on training while growing together as a team.
"
The hills definitely made an impression on the athletes."Our long run on Thursday was probably the hilliest run of my life, and I spent the summer training
in the mountains of Utah," exclaimed senior Jason Bill.
When not training, the runners spent time with the coaching staff and alone as a team discussing their goals and expectations for the year ahead. They
also were introduced to proper stretching techniques and core-strengthening exercises, all while in a relaxed and enjoyable setting
"If the pre-season was only about training we could just stay on campus, but we want to get away and grow as a team," said McRaven. "When we come
back to Champaign we will definitely be ready for the upcoming season and will be stronger as a team."
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2005 SEASON IN REVIEW
The Fighting Ilhni men's cross country program began a new era in 2005 as Wendel McRaven
took over the Orange and Blue as head coach after spending five years at the helm oFKent State's
[rack and field and cross country programs.
McRaven made an immediate impact as the Illini kicked off the season with a second-place
finish at the Hawkeye Open in Iowa City, Iowa. Senior Eric Wallor led the squad in as he placed
fift^h overall with a time ot 18:37. Sophomore Dan Stock just trailed Wallor, finishing sixth
overall with a 6K time of 18:40.
Wallor continued to exhibit his senior leadership two weeks later at the annual "Pack-It-Up"
Challenge as the Illini squad dominated its lone home meet of the season by sweeping the top-
10 overall finishes. Wallor ran away with a first-place victory with an 8K time of 25:53.59.
Before heading into the conference championships, the Illini hit a bump in the road at Pre-
Nationals in Terre Haute, Ind., as they finished 23rd out of 34 teams. The highlight of the meet
was Stock's 24:52 8K performance, placing him 69th overall.
Illinois' struggles continued at the Big Ten Championships in Minnesota as they ran to a 10th-
place team finish. Stock continued to lead the Illini squad with a 33rd-place finish with a time
of 25:28. At the conclusion of the conference meet, the sophomore was named Illinois' honoree
for the Big Ten Sportsmanship Award.
The Illini wrapped up the 2005 season with an impressive seventh-place performance at the
NCAA Midwest Regional meet by posting 198 team points. Although they fell just short of a
top-five finish to advance to the NCAA Championships as a team. Stock emerged for the Illini
with an individual bid by placing 19th overall with a lOK time of 31:30.
Stock concluded the 2005 cross country season with a 136th-place finish in his first career
appearance at the NCAA Championships (31:20. lOK).
Dati Stock qualified as an individualfor the
NCAA Championships in 2005.
Members ofthe 2005 Illinois Men's Cross Country team: Trent Hoerr, Justin Aronson. Jason Bill. Matt FLilurty, Jon Houseworth. Dan Stock,
Eric Wallor, Tim Kelly, and Michael Kelley.
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2005 RESULTS
2
CD
HAWKEYE INVITE // IOWA CITY, IOWA // SEPT. 2, 2005
2ND/7
1. Eric Wallor (5) 18:37
2. Dan Stock (6) 18:40
3. Tim Maier (10) 18:53
4. Justin Aronson (14) 18:57
5. Dan Walters (15) 18:58
6. Ian Clausen (22) 19:09
LOYOLA LAKEFRONT CHALLENGE // CHICAGO. ILL // OCT. 1,2005
8000M // 5TH/28 // 181 POINTS
I.Eric Wallor (25) 25:17
2. Michael Kelley (30) 25:24
3. Maciei Sniegorski (41) 25:35
4. Tim Maier (42) 25:35
5. Tim Kelly (69) 25:58
6. Brad Topol (132) 26:46
PRE-NATIONALS // TERRE HAUTE, IND. // OCT. 15, 2005
8000M // 23RD/34 » // 575 POINTS
1. Dan Stock (69) 24:52
2. Eric Wallor (108) 25:17
3. Maciej Sniegorski (116) 25:20
4. Matt Flaherty (123) 25:26
5. Tim Maier (159) 25:46
6. Tim Kelly (179) 26:04
7. Justin Aronson (191) 26:16
BIG TEN CHAMPIONSHIPS// MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. // OCT. 30, 2005
8000M // 10TH/10
Team Scores
1. Wisconsin 16
2. Ohio State 101
3. Minnesota 102
4. Iowa 124
5. Michigan 125
6. Indiana 137
7. Michigan St 162
S.Purdue 235
9. Penn State 239
10. ILLINOIS 241
Illinois Results
1. Dan Stock (33) 25:28
2. Maciej Sniegorski (46) 25:51
3. Matt Flaherty (55) 26:08
4. Tim Maier (58) 26:22
5. Tim Kelly (67) 26:41
6. Eric Wallor (69) 26:46
7. Michael Kelley (70) 26:48
NCAA MIOWEST REGI ONALS // IOWA CITY, IOWA // NOV. 12, 2005
i0,000M // 7TH/30 // 198 POINTS
1. Dan Stock (19) 31:30
2. Marciei Sniegorski (36) 32:20
3. Matt Flaherty (44) -. 32:32
4. Eric Wallor (46) 32:35
5. Tim Maier (53) 32:43
6. Michael Kelley (70) 33:08
7. Tim Kelly (75) 33:18
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS // TERRE HAUTE, IND. // NOV. 21,2005
10,000M
Dan Stock (136) 31:20
Jivon Bill. Jon H(} us fworth and Mucicj Sitiegonki return
for their senior seasons.
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BIG TEN CHAMPIONSHIPS
TOP-10 BIG TEN INDIVIDUAL
FINISHES
Runner Place Time Year
*Craig Virgin 1st 23:16.7 1976
*Craig Virgin 1st 23.04.5 1975
*Craig Virgin 1st 30:11.0 1974
*Craig Virgin 1st 28:30.8 1973
Allen Carius 1st 19:39.4 1963
Allen Carius 1st 19:45.2 1962
Vic Twomey 1st 21:28.9 1945
R. W/oolsey 1st 21:03 1932
Len Sitko 2nd 24:41.7 1990
Kerry Dickson 2nd 24:07.4 1981
Rick Gross 2nd 30:01 1971
V, Twomey 2nd 20:40 1948
J. Twomey 2nd 20:49 1947
David Halle 3rd 24:26 1987
Ty Wolf 3rd 30:25 1984
Kerry Dickson 3rd 24:23 1980
Mike Durkin 3rd 28:53 1973
Rick Gross 3rd 24:49 1970
Karl Jonsson 3rd 20:53 1956
Karl Jonsson 3rd 19:50 1955
J. Twomey 3rd 21:12 1946
C.Dunn 3rd 21:54 1942
Len Sitko 4th 24:33 1989
Ken Howse 4th 26:11 1969
Ken Brown 4th 19:47 1960
Jim Bowers 4th 20:46 1958
C. Dunn 4th 20:52 1941
Jason Zieren 5th 25:11.2 1996
V Sheuring 5th 20:40 1954
Barry Pearman 6th 25:10.6 1996
Dave Halle 6th 24:26 1986
Jeff Jacobs 6th 23:57 1983
Jim Bowers 6th 20:40 1959
Karl Jonsson 6th 21:50 1957
George Lynch 6th 20:33 1950
John Kronforst 7th 24:13.2 2001
Jim Eicken 7th 24:44 1978
V. Twomey 7th 21:26 1949
W/.C. Gould 8th 27:21 1930
Marko Koers 9th 25:14.2 1995
Eric Henson 9th 25:05.1 1994
Harold Winship 9th 25:00 1977
Ken Howse 9th 25:33 1968
P. Steinberg 10th 22:26 1944
*First four-time champion in Big Ten history.
R. WooLc,
Phil Sieiiih,erg
Dave Halle
ALL-BIG TEN PERFORMERS
Runner Place Time Year
John Kronforst 7th 24:13.2 2001
Barry Pearman 5th 25:10.6 1996
Jason Zieren 6th 25:11.2 1996
Len Sitko 2nd 24:41.7 1990
Len Sitko 4th 24:33 1989
David Halle 3rd 24:46 1987
David Halle 6th 24:26 1986
Ty Wolf 3rd 30:25 1984
JoiOJi Zieren
John Kronforst
BIG TEN CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS (SINCE 1930)
Year Big Ten (Pts.) Illinois (Pts.) Top mini (Finish, Time)
Champion Finish
1930 Indiana (51) Third (67) W.C. Gould (8th, 27:21)
1931 Indiana (38) Fourth (91) RWoolsey (11th, N/A)
1932 Indiana (42) Second (68) R.Woolsey (1st, 21:03)
1933 Illinois (N/A) First (N/A) N/A
1940 Indiana (31) Fifth Park Brown (11th, 23:07.0)
1941 Purdue (33) Fourth (78) C. Dunn (4th, 20:52)
1942 Indiana (34) Second (69) C.Dunn (3rd, 21:54)
1944 Wisconsin (38) Fifth (99) P Steinberg (10th, 22:26)
1945 Wisconsin (43) Fourth (83) V. Twomey (1st, 21:28.9)
1946 Wisc/lnd. (48) Third (65) J, Twomey (3rd, 21:12)
1947 Illinois (47) First (47) J. Twomey (2nd, 20:49)
1948 Wisconsin (44) Second (66) V. Twomey (2nd, 20:40)
1949 Wisconsin (49) Second (55) V. Twomey (7th, 21:26)
1950 Wisconsin (56) Sixth (137) George Lynch (6th, 20:33)
1954 Michigan (55) Fourth (81) V. Sheuring (5th, 20:40)
1955 Michigan St. (36) Second (57) Kart Jonsson (3rd, 19:50)
1956 Michigan St. (21) Second (88) Karl Jonsson (3rd, 20:53)
1957 Michigan St. (43) Third (83) Kart Jonsson (6th, 21:50)
1958 Michigan St. (43) Fourth (77) Jim Bowers (4th, 20:46)
1959 Michigan St. (56) N/A Jim Bowers (6th, 20:40)
1960 Michigan St. (30) Seventh (137) Ken Brown (4th, 19:47)
1961 Michigan St. (51) N/A Jim McElwee (14th, 20:48)
1962 Michigan St. (39) Fourth (104) Allen Carius (1st, 19:45.2)
1963 Michigan St. (39) Fifth (106) Allen Carius (1st, 19:39.4)
1965 Northwestern (40) Seventh (154) Dennis Krause (24th, 21:29)
1966 Iowa (41) Eighth (200) John Lamoreux (17th, 19:58)
1967 Indiana (56) Tenth (251) John Lamoreux (38th, 26:11)
1968 Michigan St. (70) Sixth (120) Ken Howse (9th, 25:33)
1969 Minnesota (40) Second (73) Ken Howse (4th, 26:11)
1970 Michigan St. (42) Fourth (82) Rick Gross (3rd, 24:49)
1971 Michigan St. (74) Fifth (109) Rick Gross (2nd, 30:01)
1972 Indiana (39) Eighth (204) Mike Durkin (28th, 32:15)
1973 Indiana (49) Fourth (100) Craig Virgin (1st, 28:30.8)
1974 Michigan (42) Third (75) Craig Virgin (1st, 30:11.0)
1975 Michigan (41) Fourth (78) Craig Virgin (1st, 23:04.5)
1976 Michigan (67) Second (78) Craig Virgin (1st, 23:16.7)
1977 Wisconsin (52) T-Second (75) Harold Winship (9th, 25:00)
1978 Wisconsin (24) Fifth (109) Jim Eicken (7th, 24:44)
1979 Wisconsin (56) Fourth (98) Walter Duffy (11th, 24:09)
1980 Indiana (44) Third (70) Kerry Dickson (3rd, 24:23)
1981 Wisconsin (27) Second (60) Kerry Dickson (2nd, 24:07.4)
1982 Wisconsin (29) Fourth (114) Greg Domanty (11th, 25:06)
1983 Wisconsin (19) Fourth (88) Jeff Jacobs (6th, 23:57)
1984 Illinois (58) First (58) Ty Wolf (3rd, 30:25)
1985 Wisconsin (26) Fifth (139) Paul Kivela (10th, 25:31)
1986 Wisconsin (48) Second (70) Dave Halle (6th, 24:26)
1987 Wisconsin (41) Second (73) Dave Halle (3rd, 24:46)
1988 Wisconsin (30) Fourth (129) Andy Homoly (18th, 25:04)
1989 Wisconsin (40) Second (82) Len Sitko (4th, 24:33)
1990 Wisconsin (53) Fourth (91) Len Sitko (2nd, 24:41,7)
1991 Wisconsin (25) Fifth (143) Andy Homoly (16th, 25:38.4)
1992 Wisconsin (31) Fourth (140) Bill West (17th, 25:02)
1993 Michigan (50) Eighth (201) Dan Nolan (35th, 25:46.02)
1994 Wisconsin (42) Fourth (101) Eric Henson (9th, 25:05.1)
1995 Wisconsin (37) Fourth (127) Marko Koers (9th, 25:14.2)
1996 Wisconsin (55) Fourth (106) Barry Pearman (6th, 25:10.6)
1997 Michigan (29) Ninth (217) Rob Winfield (32nd, 25:32)
1998 Michigan (50) Eighth (192) Scott McClennan (22nd, 25:30)
1999 Wisconsin (38) Eighth (187) Mike Lucchesi (27th, 26:26.3)
2000 Wisconsin (45) Tenth (239) Ryan Eason, (36th, 25:20)
2001 Wisconsin (28) Tenth (231) John Kronforst, (7th, 24:13.2)
2002 Wisconsin (25) Eighth (201) Jason Bill (21st, 24:48.2)
2003 Wisconsin (40) Ninth (233) Jason Bill (40th, 25:22.0)
2004 Wisconsin (23) Eighth (162) Trent Hoerr (17th, 24:46)
2005 Wisconsin (16) Tenth (241) Dan Stock (33rd, 25:28)
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ILLINOIS CROSS COUNTRY HISTORY
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The University of Illinois has had a strong and successful program ever since the early
1900s. Several great runners have made significant contributions throughout these
successful years. Most recently, Len Sitko owned the spotlight. Sitko finished second in
the 1990 Big Ten meet and went on to earn All-America honors with a 22nd-place finish
at the NCAA meet.
In the 1980s, UI won one Big Ten crown and finished second on lour other occasions.
The premier runners of the decade were All-Americans Kerry Dickson, JeffJacobs, Greg
Domantay, Ty Wolf and Joe Leuchtmann.
The '70s were dominated by great individual performances. In 1971, Rick Gross
finished second in the Big Ten and ninth in the nation. Jim Eicken earned All-America
honors in 1978, and Mike Durkin finished third in the conference and 18th in the
nation in 1973.
Craig Virgin was synonymous with success in the early 1970s. He was the first runner
in Big Ten history to become a four-time cross country champion, winning the crown
from 1973-76. Virgin also won the 1975 NCAA championship and went on to win the
cross country world championship in 1980 and '81.
Preceding Virgin in the I960 s were All-Americans Ken Brown, Allen Carius and Ken
Howse. In 1960, Brown finished fourth in both the Big Ten and the nation. Howse
garnered AII-American status in 1 969 after a founh in the Big Ten and 37th nationally.
The dominant Fighting Illini runner in the '60s was Allen Carius. In 1962 and 63,
Carius repeated as the Big Ten champion as well as the national champion. He stands
as the only to win back-to-back Big Ten and national crowns.
Each year, most of these former athletes, along with dozens ot other Illinois cross country
alumni (and their families) from all decades, return to Champaign-Urbana one weekend
during the fall to keep the Fighting Illini ttadition alive. The returnees annually
challenge the current team to an exhibition meet.
In 2003 Treytt Hoerr became the first Illini to qualify jo r the USA
Junior Men's Cross Country team.
Crai^ Virgin won the Big len four consecutive yean front 1973- J976.
NCAA REGIONAL RESULTS
Year Champion (Pts) UI Finisti (Pts) Top Illini (Finish, Time)
1973 E. Michigan (81) Ninth (223) Craig Virgin (3rd, 29:22)
1974 E, Michigan (33) Sixth (176) Craig Virgin (1st. 28:42.8)
1975 Wisconsin (58) Fourth (94) Craig Virgin (1st. 23:05,5)
1976 Illinois (47) First (47) Craig Virgin (1st, 29:04.4)
1977 Wisconsin (85) Third (97) Jim Eicken (6th, 31:40)
1978 Wisconsin (46) Sixth (187) Jim Eicken (5th. 30:32.8)
1979 Indiana (84) Eighth (190) Walter Duffv (16th. 32:51)
1980 Indiana (57) Third (80) Pete Ffitchd 1th, 30:31)
1981 Wisconsin (60) Third (129) Walter Duffy (8th. 30:34)
1982 Wisconsin (32) Eighth (236) Greg Domantay (5th, 30:03.9)
1983 Wisconsin (36) Fourth (147) Kerry Dickson (13th, 30:48)
1984 Wisconsin (57) Second (100) Ty Wolf (6th. 29:55.0)
1985 Wisconsin (35) Eighth (218) David Halle (6th, 31:58.1)
1986 Wisconsin (59) Second (91) J. Leuchtmann (10th, 30:09.6)
1987 Wisconsin (66) Fifth (134) David Halle (12th. 30:44)
1988 Wisconsin (64) Eighth (129) Len Sitko (35th, 32:34,2)
1989 C. Michigan (80) Eighth (242) NealGassmann (30th. 32:12,7)
1990 Notre Dame (70) Fourth (131) Len Sitko (4th. 31:01,9)
1991 Wisconsin (61) Sixth (185) Andy Homoly (18th, 31:46)
1992 Wisconsin (52) Sixth (222) Jason West (17th. 32:42,1)
1993 Notre Dame (55) 12th (339) Dan Mazur (48th, 33:55,9)
1994 Wisconsin (33) Fourth (114) Eric Henson (17th, 25:05,1)
1995 Wisconsin (52) Fifth (228) MarkoKoers (7th, 31:27)
1996 Notre Dame (60) Sixth (188) Barry Pearman (3rd, 30:39)
1997 Oklahoma St. (86) Tenth (269) Scott McClennan (14th. 33:15)
1998 Oklahoma St. (42) Fifth (221) Scott McClennan (22nd, 31:47)
1999 Minnesota (56) Fourth (155) Scon McClennan (14th, 31:17)
2000 Oklahoma St, (68) Tenth (284) Mike Lucchesi (31st. 31:21)
2C01 Minnesota (78) Seventh (185) John Kronforst (9th. 31:02)
2002 Iowa (79) Third (153) Jason Bill (7th, 31:37,0)
2003 Oklahoma St, (78) Eighth (189) Jason Bill (15th, 31:37,0)
2004 Minnesota (73) Fifth (134) Jason Bill (4th, 32:25.0)
2005 Oklahoma State (49) Seventh (198) Dan Stock (19th, 31:30)
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ILLINOIS CROSS COUNTRY RECORDS
lilli
ANNUAL RECORDS
Year Big Ten Region NCAA
Coach: Harry Gill
1912 7th
1913 2ncl
1915 5th
1919 7th
1920 2nd
1921 Isf
1922 3rel
1923 2nd
1924 5th
1925 3rd
1926 4th
1927 2nd
1928 7th
1929 9th
1930 3rd
1931 4th
Coach: CD, Werner
1932 2nd
Coach: Don Seaton
1933 1st
1934 ...
1935
1936 —
Coach: Harry Gill
1937 ...
Coach; Harry Gill and Leo Johnson
1938 5th
Coach; Harold Osborn
1940
1941 4th 10th
1942 2nd 5th
1944 5th
Coach: Leo Johnson
1945 4th ...
1946 3rd
1947 1st
1948 2nd
1949 2nd 8th
1950 6th ...
Coach; Ed Bemeauer
1954 4th ...
1955 2nd
1956 2nd 4th
1957 3rd ...
Coach; Leo Johnson
1958 4th ...
1959 6th ...
1960 7th ...
Coach; Ed Berneauer
1961 8th ...
Coach; Phil Coleman 1989 2nd 8th
1962 4th ... ... 1990 4th 4th
1963 5th 1991
1992
5th
4th
6th
6th
Coach; Robert Wright 1993 8th 12th
1965 7th ... 1994
1995
4th
4th
4th
5th
1966 8th 1996
1997
4th
9th
6th
10th
Coach: Gary Wieneke
1967 10th ... 1998 8th 5th
1968 6th ... ... 1999 8th 4th
1969 2nd 5th 2000 10th 10th
1970 4th ... 25th 2001 10th 7th
1971 5th ... 2002 8th 3rd
1972 8th
1973 4th 9th ... Coach: Paul Pilkington
1974 3rd 6th 2003 9th 8th
1975 4th 4th 10th 2004 8th 5th
1976 2nd 1st 5th
1977 2nd-T 3rd 22nd Coach Wendel McRaven
1978 5th 6th ... 2005 10th 7th
1979 4th 8th
1980 3rd 3rd 21st
1981 2nd 3rd 10th
1982 4th 8th
1983 4th 4th 9th
1984 1st 2nd 14th
1985 5th 8th
1986 2nd 2nd 7th
1987 2nd 5th
1988 4th 8th
TOP 10 ILLINOIS TIMES BY DISTANCE
8.000 Meters
Name Time Date lUeet
1, TyWolf 23:43,0* 11/10/84 NCAA District IV Meet
2. Jeff Jacobs 23:44.0 9/24/83 SlU/Wisconsin
3, Kerry Dickson 23:59.0* 10/01/83 Illinois Invitational
Mike Patton 23:59.0* 10/01/83 Illinois Invitational
5. Jason Bill 23:59.4 10/16/04 Pre-Nationals
6. Wally Duffy 24:09.0 11/03/79 Big Ten Championship
7. John Kronforst 24:13.2 10/28/01 Big Ten Championships
8. Pete Ffitch 24:17.8 11/07/81 Big Ten Championships
9. Jon Schmidt 24:24.0 11/03/79 Big Ten Championships
10-Len Sitko 24:26,9 10/06/89 Notre Dame Invitational
*on way to a longer distance
10,000 Meters
Name Time Date Meet
I. Craig Virgin 28:26,6 11/22/76 NCAA Championships
2. Dave Walters 29:44.0 11/13/76 NCAA District IV Meet
3. Jim Eicken 29:48.0 11/22/76 NCAA Championships
4. Mark Avery 29:51.0 11/22/76 NCAA Championships
5. TyWolf 29:55.0 11/10/84 NCAA District IV Meet
6. Len Sitko 29:58.0 11/19/90 NCAA Ctiampionships
7, Greg Domantay 30:03.9 11/13/82 NCAA District IV Meet
Mike Patton 30:03.9 10/01/83 Illinois Invitational
9. Kerry Dickson 30:04.5 11/23/81 NCAA Championships
lO.Jeff Jacobs 30:06.0 10/01/83 Illinois Invitational
ACADEMIC ALL-BIG TEN
2005: Justin Aronson, Ian Clausen, Matt Flaherty, Mike
Kelley, Dan Stock, Eric Wallor
2004: Jason Bill, Kris Cunningham, Eric Wallor
2003: Jason Bill, Kris Cunningham, Brent Pfeiffer
2002: John Kronforst, Justin Mitchell, Bob Pligge,
Aaron Wahls
2001: John Kronforst, Rich Lin, Justin Mitchell,
Tim Seiwert, Aaron Wahls
2000: Ryan Eason, Caleb Grinter, Dan Horyn,
Andrew Kurtz, Justin Mitchell, Aaron Wahls
1999: Ryan Eason, Caleb Grinter, Dan Horyn,
John Kronforst, Scott McClennan, Justin Mitchell
1998: Chas Berckman, Ryan Eason, Dan Horyn,
Scott McClennan
1997: Matt Hanley, Scott McClennan, Rob Winfield,
Matt Yesko, Jason Zieren
1996: Brett Siglin, Rob Winfield, Jason Zieren
1995: Eric Henson, Marko Koers, Jason Zieren
1994: Joe Alexander, Eric Henson, Mike Smaidris
1993: Eric Henson, Paul Talbot, Mike Uchanski
1992: David Eckburg, Dan Mazur, Paul Talbot,
Prosper Wang
1991: Marc Dickison, David Eckburg, Andy Homoly,
Mark Scheirer
1990: lim DeBeers, Andy Homely, Mark Sctieirer
1989: Andy Homoly, Mark Scheirer
1987: David Halle, John Jacobson
1986: PaulKivela
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ILLINOIS ALL-AMERICANS
jUtnci BuiucfS Ken Brown Kerry Dickson Greg Domantay Mike Durkin Jim Eicken
—
Craig Virgin
Jason Bill
Allen Carius
Illinois at the NCAA Championship
NCAA Regionals Illinois Ail-Americans
TOP 10 REGIONAL FINISHES
Runner Place Time Year Name Finish Time Year
Craig Virgin 1st 29:04.4 1976 James Bowers 6th* 21:26 1959
Craig Virgin 1st 23:05.5 1975 Ken Brown 4th* 19:47 1960
Craig Virgin 1st 28:42.8 1974 Allen Carius 1st* 19:45.2 1962
Barry Pearman 3rd 30:39 1996 Allen Carius 1st* 19:39.4 1963
Craig Virgin 3rd 29:22 1973 Ken Howse 37th 26:11 1969
Jason Bill 4th 30:24 2004 Rick Gross 9th 30:01 1971
Len Sitko 4th 31:01.9 1990 Mike Durkin 18th 29:06.2 1973
Mike Durkin 4th 29:27 1973 Craig Virgin 10th 28:47.8 1973
Greg Domantay 5th 30:03.9 1982 Craig Virgin 12th 30:15.8 1974
Jim Eicken 5th 30:23.8 1978 Craig Virgin 1st 30:15.8 1975
David Halle 6th 31:58.1 1985 Craig Virgin 3rd 28:23.4 1976
TyVi/olf 6th 29:55.0 1984 Dave Walters 43rd 28:26.5 1977
Jim Eicken 6th 31:40 1977 Jim Eicken 27th 30:04.4 1978
Dave Walters 6th 31:52 1976 PeteFfitch 52nd 30:21.5 1981
Jason Bill 7th 30:15 2002 Kerrv Dickson 30th 30:40.5 1981
Jason Zieren 7th 30:52 1996 Greg Domantay 41st 31:12.3 1982
Marko Koers 7th 31:27 1995 Kerry Dickson 37th 30:46.4 1983
Mike Patton 8th 30:18.1 1984 Mike Patton 44th 30:55.5 1983
Welly Duffy 8th 30:34 1981 Jeff Jacobs 46th 30:21.6 1983
John Kronforst 9th 31:02.6 2001 TyWolf 25th 30:21.6
Joe Leuchtmann 20th 31:26.8
Jeff Jacobs 40th 31:50
1984
1986
1986
* Contested since 1972: Prior to 1997. Illinois competed in
Len Sitko 22nd 29:58 1990
NCAA District IV in 1997, Illinois moved to NCAA District V.
which has since been renamed Region V
* Prior to 1964, All-America status was determined by finish at
conference championship meets. Since then, to earn All-America
status, a runner must be among the top 25 Amencar finishers
at the NCAA Championships,
Pete Ffitch
Rick Gross
JejfJacobs
ly W'lilf D,ur Walters Vic liuiDiicy I fii SiiL-d Mike I'attiiii liic I ciiil'tiiiiiiin
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ILLINOIS LETTERWINNERS
lillYi
Adams, Paul . .
.
Alexander, loe .
.
Allen, Bill
Allman, John . .
Aronson, Justin .
Avery, Mark, . .
,
1975
...1993-96
...1972-73
1920
.2005-2006
...1974-77
Babb, Dick
Bauer, Craig
Baughman, Lynn ..
Berckman, Chas .
.
Bill, Jason
Bilsbury, Norman
.
.
Bissell. Lcnnie . .
Bolander, Harold .
Bowe, Christopher
Bowers, James . .
Brenneman, Bruce
Bridges, Jan
Bridges, Mike
Brooks, Dave
Brooks, Rich
Brown, John
Brown, Ken
Brown, Park
Burgoon, Da«id . .
...1970
.1981-84
...1934
....1998
.2002-03
.1988-89
....1979
....1913
....1985
.1957-59
....1946
....1963
.1972-74
.1971-73
.1973-75
...1958
....I960
.1938-40
....1915
Calvario, Rich
Campbell, Robert .
.
Capelle, Mark
Carius, Allen
Cepulis, Wade
Cherot, Tony
Clausen, Ian
Cleveland, Clarence
Cline, Dick
Close, Tim
Cobb. Larry
Cope, Walter
Cox, Jeff
Cullen, Joe
Cunningham, Kris .
.
2003
1942
1981
...1962-63
...1983-85
1968
.2005-2006
1937
1954
...1977-78
...1969-71
1912
1975
1980
.
.
.2002-03
DeBeers, Jim
Dickenson, Roger .
Dickison, Marc . .
.
Dickson, Kerry . . .
Diettrich, Henry . .
Dintleman, Bob . .
Domantay. Greg .
Downs, Robert
Duffy, Walter
Dufresne, Jacques
Dunn, Clarence . .
Durkin, Mike
Dusen berry, Paul ..
Dykstra, Greg —
...1990-91
1925
....1991-93
....1979-83
1941
....1955-56
1982
.....1947-49
....1979-81
....1932-34
.1941-42,46
...1971-74
1921
....1967-69
Eason, Ryan 1997-2000
Eckburg, David 1990, 1992-94
Eicken, Jim 1975-78
Engelhorn, Rich 1966
Evans, Paul 1929-30
F
Fairfield, David 1925-27
Fash, Dan 1997
Ffitch, Pete 1980-81
Finney, Bruce 1971
Fisher, Ralph 1933
Flaherty, Matthew 2005-2GG6
Flannery, Jim 1979
Francissen, Vern 1980
Frazier, Scott 1982
Fritz, Bill 1974-75.1977
G
Gaines, Harry 1935
Galland, Michael 1933-35
Gardner, Rob 1969
Gassmann, N 1985-86,88-89
Gilbert, Owight 1986-88
Gladding, Donald 1942
Gould, William 1930
Gow, Nick 2000
Gray. Dan 1985
Grinter, Caleb 1999-00
Gross. Rick 1969-71
H
Hall, Dick 1967-68
Hall, Melvin 1923
Halle, Dave 1984-87
Hamer, Paul 1944
Harris, Harold 1957-58
Hartman, Bill 1963
Hedgcock, Frank 1956-57
Henscn, Eric 1992-95
Herning, Lance 1962
Hill, Greg 1984
Hiserote, Kim 1971
Hobbs,Tlm 2002-03
Hoerr, Trent 2D03
Homoly, Andy 1988-89, 1991
Horyn, Dan 1997-98. 2000
Houseworth, Jon 2002-03
Howse, Ken 1968-70
Hughes, Eric 1945
Huston, Paul 1947-48
I
Inch, Chris 1987-88
Jacobs, Jeff 1982-84, 1986
Jacobson, John 1986-87
Jellema, Paul 2002
Jewsbury, Walter 1948-49
Jirele, Jeff 1975-76
Johnston, Charles 1925
Jonsson, Karl 1955-57
K
Karkow, Waldemar 1947
Kelley, Michael 2005-2006
Kelly, Tim 2005-2006
Kelly, John 1968-70
Kivela, Paul 1982, 1984-86
Koers, Marko 1991-92,1995
Krause, Dennis 1965
Kronforst, John 1999,01,02
Kurtz, Andrew 1998
L
LaBadie, Lee 1969-71
Lally, Rick 1962
Lamb, Cortney 1995-98
Lamb, Lavrton 1949
Lamoreux, John 1966-68
Landmeier, Verne 1933
Leuchtmann, Joe 1986-87
Line, HE 1930-32
Lin, Richard 2000-01
Lucchesi, Mike 1997-00
Luker Tofn 1954-56
Lynch, George . .
.
1950
M
Maddux, Scott . .
.
1989-92
Maddux Troy 1990
Maier Timothy 2005-2006
Makeever, Sam . 1923-29
Marzulo, Sam . . 1923
Mason, Arthur . . 1913
Mazur. Dan 1991-93
McClennan, Scott 1996-99
McClowry, Sean .
.
1996
McElwee, Ermel . 1925-27
McElwee, Jim 1960-61
McGinnis, Gordon 1921
Meier Mike .... 1972
Mieher, Edward . 1922-24
Miller, Harold ... 1924
Mitchell, Justin . 1999,01,02
Moran, Tim 1999,01
Mumaw, Gary ... 1975-76
Munnis, James . 1931
Myers Les 1976
N
Nauta, Mike 1963
Nolan, Dan 1990-93
Novack Joseph .
.
1926-27
O'Connell. John . 1935
Olszewski. John .
,
1978-80
P
Painter, David , . 1979-80
Palumbo, Adam . 2001-03
Patterson, Bruce . 1921
Patton, Mike .... 1981-84
Pearman, Barry . 1993-96
Petefish, William 1930
Peterson, Jim ... 1961
Pfeiffer Brent . 2000-01, 2003
Ponscnby, Charles 1966
Ponzer, Howard . 1927
Powers, John . .
.
...1985,1987-88-89
R
Reasoner. Melton
Rehberg, Robert
.
Reynolds, Greg .
.
Rideout, Blaine .
.
Rideout, Wayne .
Ripskis, Stan . .
Russell, Jon
...1930
...1941
.1981-86
...1935
...1935
....1962
.1997-99
Saarima, Matt . . .
.
Saunders, Chris . .
Scheirer, Mark ....
Schmidt. Jon
Scott, Russell
Seib, Robert
Seiwert, Tim
Seldon. John
Sheuring, Verland .
Siegel, Bill
Siglin, Brett
Sitko, Len
Smaidris, Mike . .
.
Sneberger, James .
SniegorsKI, Maciej
Steinberg. Philip . .
Stellner, Frank
Stevens, Tom
Stine, Francis
1997
1994
...1988-91
...1979-81
...1921-22
...1941-42
...2000-01
1928
...1954-56
1969
...1993-96
...1987-90
...1993-95
1937
.2005-2006
1944
1925
...1980-82
...1927-28
Swanson, Reuben 1921
T
Talbot, Paul 1993
Thanes, Jon 1984-87
Tietz, Eric 2003
Topper, Martin 1922
Twomey, John 1946-47
Twomey, Victor 1945, 1947-49
u
Ummel. Kregg 1989-91
V
VanSwol, Jason .
Virgin, Craig . .
.
....1998-99
...1973-76
w
Wahls, Aaron 1999-01,02
Walker. George 1966-67
Wallor, Eric 2005-2006
Walters, Dave 1974, 1976-78
Wells, Edwin 1922
Welsh, Roger 1912
Welyki, loseph 1946
West, Jason 1991-92
West, William 1931-33
Wharton, Russell 1921
White, Charlie 1975-78
White, Harold 1925
Whitlow, Jamey 1993
Wieneke. Mark 1985
Wilson, Richard 1978
Winfield, Robert 1995-97
Wmship, Harold 1977
Wolf, Ty 1983-84
Wood, Arthur 1940-42
Woolsey. Robert 1930-32
Y
Yarcho. Wayne 1938
z
Zieren. Jason 1994-97
Zimner, David 1988
ILLINOIS COACHING HISTORY
Coach (Seasons) Years
Harry Gill (19) 1905,1912-13,
1915-16,1919,
31.1937
CD. Werner (1) 1932
Don Seaton (4) 1933-36
Leo Johnson and Harry Gill (1) 1938
Harold Qsborn (4) 1940-42, 44
Leo Johnson (9) 1945-50, 1958-60
Ed Berneauer (4) 1954-57, 1961
Phil Coleman (3) 1962-64
Robert Wright (2) 1965-66
Gary Wieneke (36) 1967-2002
Paul Pilkington (2) 2003-04
Wendel McRaven(l) 2005-
o
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
The University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is the
state's classic land grant universirv', dedicated to its
traditional excellence in education, research, and public
engagement, and driven to innovate in each of these
missions. True to its mission to provide access to top
quality higher education to all of Illinois, the Urbana
campus regularly ranks among the "best buys " among
American universities.
More than 2,000 faculty members lead more than
40,000 undergraduate, graduate and professional
students in a process of discovery and learning in 16
colleges and schools and more than 80 research centers
and labs.
Illinois provides a diverse learning environment with
students and faculty members from more than 120
nations, and a choice of 150 undergraduate majors.
Students have opportunities ranging from participating
in research or studying abroad, to leading one of more
than 1 ,000 student organizations.
Illinois faculty members win the most prestigious
national and international awards, including
Nobel and Pulitzer Prizes, Guggenheim
Fellowships, Tony Awards, and National
Medals ot Science and Technology. Illinois
alumni are similarly recognized. Eleven have
won Nobel Prizes.
Campus resources include one of the largest
public university libraries in the world,
outstanding centers for the arts, and many
world-class research facilities, including the
National Center for Supercomputing
Applications, Beckman Institute, and the
Siebel Center for Computer Science.
The University of Illinois is also well
respected and well connected
internationally, collaborating with other top
institutions around the world in many
disciplines and providing students, as well as
faculty, opportunities to work with
renowned colleagues around the world.
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Top: IlliiKiis' Union, tociUed on the north fnd of the Qiiiid:
Middle Left: The Alma Mater statue;
Middle Right: The Quad is the hub ofall activity on the
University ofIllinois campus;
Left: The Engineering Quad:
Above: An example ofa University of Illinois dormitory.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
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Far right: Front view of
the Illinois Main
Library, it combines
with many other
buidlings to form the
the largest public library
in the country;
Right: Illinois'
Undergniduate Library,
which wiis built
underground to preserve
the Morrow Plots:
Below: Altgeld Hall, the
math building.
Established in 1876, the Marrow Plots are the oldest
experimental research fields in the United States.
HISTORIC FIRSTS AT ILLINOIS
1868 — first architectural instruction west of ttie Allegtieny Mountains
1876 — establisfiment of ttie oldest continuous soil fertility researcti plots in
the Unites States, the Morrow Plots
1893— first school of library science west of the Alleghenies
1922— invention of sound-on-film movies
1935 — discovery of the essential amino acid threonine
1940— invention of the betatron for high energy physics
1948— first comprehensive college program for students with severe
physical disabilities
1952 — construction of the pioneering ILLIAC and ORDVAC computers
1959 — development of PLATO, the first computer used for direct education
1970— construction of the first visible-spectrum semiconductor laser
1977 — discovery of a third life form, distinct from the forms that produce plants, animals and bacterial, called Archaea
1977 — development of the quantum well laser, which made compact disc players possible
1990 — invention of the e-mail program Eudora
1993 — development of the first browser for the world wide web. Mosaic, was developed into Netscape
1996— development of a processing method that extends the life of microchips as much as 50 times
2001 — development of self-healing plastics
2003 — the University Library's collection exceeds 10 million volumes, the largest collection of any public university in the world.
2004 — development of the laser transistor
2005 — development of the world's fastest transistor and of a stretchable silicon that can be used to build high-performance electronic
devices onto rubber substances
The 2006 Fiske Guide to Co
as a "Public University
named Illinois
with Strong
Preprofessional Programs" in Architecture,
Business, Communications/Journalism, and
Engineering.
The U.S. Depanment of Education rank the
Center for African Studies as first, the Center for
Latin American & Caribbean Studies second and
Russian & E^ast European Center fourth in the
U.S. News and World Report ranks Illinois as
one of the top public national universities that
grants doctoral degrees, according to its 2006
America's Best Colleges. Here are some of the
academic programs ranked among the best in the
nation (2006 America's Best Colleges and 2007
America's Best Graduate Schools):
• Graduate Ptogram for Library and
Informational Scienes - 1
• Digital Libraries - 1
• Graduate Engineering Program - 5
• College of Business - 12
• Department of Psychology
graduate program - 5
Eighty graduate programs and specialty areas
rank in the top 30 in the country. Several
undergraduate programs rank in the top 10 in
the nation.
• Accountancy - 1
• Aeronautical engineering - 8
• Agricultural engineering - 3
• Business Management - 8
• Chemical engineeting - 8
• Civil engineering - 1
• Computer engineering - 5
• Electrical engineering - 4
• Environmental engineering - 3
• Insurance/risk management - 5
• Materials science - 2
• Mechanical engineering - 6
• Nuclear engineering - 8
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IRWIN ACADEMIC CENTER
Top: The Irwin Academic Center is afiwility dedicated to the aciidemic
endeavors ofIllinois' student-athletes. It houses the entire academic staff,
computer labs and study lounges;
Above: A study lounge in the front room ofthe Irwin Academic Center:
Above Right: In luldition to computers at Irwin, the football complex hat its own
conveniently located computer Lib:
Right: Irwin computer lab.
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ACADEMIC SERVICES
The goal of each sports program within the Division of Intercollegiate Athletics at the University of Illinois is to strive toward success. The DIA has taken
a comprehensive approach to the success of the student-athlete. The lUini Life Skills program is designed to meet the total needs of the student-athlete.
Sponsored by the NCAA, the Ulini Life Skills program is comprised of five programming commitment areas viewed as critical to personal growth and
development. The commitment areas are: academic excellence, athletic excellence, personal development, service to campus and surrounding communities
and career development.
This comprehensive balance of academic excellence, athletic achievement and personal well-being is stressed daily by the staff and coaches. Inevitably, a
student-athlete's playing days will end, but with the assistance of the Illini Life Skills program, each Fighting lUini athlete will be fully prepared tor career
and personal challenges ahead.
Presentations and workshops in many of the above areas can be ordered from the Illini Life Skills menu on an individual or team basis. Each program is
tailored to the specific individual s request.
ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE: Among the elements
stressed by the academic services department to
assure student-athlete success are counseling and
tutorial services, a monitoring program and
state-of-the-art computer labs. The Irwin
Academic Center, the former Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity house, opened as a center to
consolidate academic services for student-
athletes.
ATHLETIC EXCELLENCE: Athletically, the
University ot Illinois has long supported a
broad-based spons program. Its coaching staff
and facilities are among the nation's best. The
UI's suppon units included excellent staffs for
recruiting, equipment, facilities maintenance,
fund raising, publicity and promotions. Its
sports medicine staff not only assists student
athletes in strength training and conditioning,
but also in personal health maintenance.
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT: As important as the
UI's commitment is to the student-athlete's
performance in the classroom and on the field, it
also considers the individual's spiritual and
emotional needs, and his/her career objectives.
Fighting Illini student-athletes are afforded the
opportunity to attend a variety of seminars
during their collegiate experience, helping them
enhance their fijture following athletics. Among
the seminars offered are those in career
placement, financial planning, time and stress
management, sexual harassment, drug and
alcohol education and player/agent relations.
SERVICE: The DLA also sponsors a Student
Athletic Advisory Board (SAAB), which is made
up of representatives from all 19 Fighting Illini
intercollegiate athletic teams.
CAREER DEVELOPMENT: Ihe strong relationships
built within the vast Illinois alumni networking
system provide excellent opportunities tor all
student-athletes, whether it be for summer jobs,
internships or in career placement after
graduation. Once the individual's career is
established, the DIA asks for participation in a
follow-up program that allows student-athletes
to benefit from their predecessors' experiences.
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DIVISION OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS
Top Left: Illmois Field, home to the Illini
Baseball team: Top Right: Atkins Tennis
Center: Left: Renderings ofthe new
Demirjian Indoor GolfFacility: Below:
Assembly Hall: Bottom Left: Anno ry
Indoor Track Complex: Bottom Right:
Illinois' Gymnastics facility in Kenney
Gym.
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The Division of Intercollegiate Athletics (DIA)
was chartered in 1892 as a not-for-profit
corporation of the State of Illinois. It was
charged with overseeing and conducting the
University's intercollegiate athletic programs and
associated support services, and operated as a
separate entity.
After the state legislature voted in June 1 989 to
bring UI athletics within the University proper,
the DIA assumed the functions and
responsibilities of the Athletic Association. The
DIA began operations officially July 1, 1989,
and now, more than a century after University of
Illinois athletics began, the mission is still to ac-
hieve excellence both in the classroom and in
sport competition.
The director of athletics is the division's chief
executive officer, and reports directly to the
chancellor ol the Urbana-Champaign campus.
The chancellor has final authority regarding the
athletic prograiTi in all areas except for budget
and major appointments. Those decisions rest
with the University of Illinois Board of Trustees.
The Athletic Board serves the DIA in an advisory
capacity. It is composed of 20 members, (nine
faculty, four alumni, three students and one
trustee); and the three non-voting (ex-officio)
members from the University administration.
The laculry and student members are nominated
by the Urbana-Champaign Senate and selected
by the chancellor.
The DIA does not receive state tax dollars and
over the years has been able to fully fund the
NCAA maximum allowable number ot athletic
scholarships for student-athletes in each of its
sports programs, as well as to hire excellent
coaches and maintain and upgrade its facilities,
staying on par with the best major collegiate
programs across the nation.
This has been accomplished through revenues
derived from the tollowing major sources: gate
receipts from football and men's basketball;
television and radio rights lees for those two
sports and corporate sponsorships and donations
to the 1 FUND, fhe 1 FLIND contributions pro-
vide the maximum .ilKnv.iblc number ot
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scholarships in the 19 men's and women's sports
at an average annual cost of approximately
$16,000 for in-state student-athletes and about
$27,000 for those from outside Illinois.
FACILITIES
The DIA utilizes and maintains 1 5 facilities for
competition and the administration of 19
sports. The facilities include Memorial Stadium,
Assembly Hall, Huff HaU, Illinois Field, the
Outdoor Track & Field and Soccer Stadium,
the Armory, Atkins Tennis Center, Kenney
Gym, the University of Illinois Orange and Blue
Golf Courses, the Bielfeldt Athletic
Administration Building, the Ubben Basketball
Practice Facility, Eichelberger Field Softball
Complex, the Irwin Indoor Practice Facility and
the Irwin Academic Center. The DIA will add a
16th facility in the fall with the completion of
the Demirjian Indoor Golf Complex.
Four years ago, a total refurbishing of the
football complex took place in time to host the
NFL Chicago Bears for the 2002 season. The
first floor was reconstructed to expand and
upgrade the Illini locker rooms, create
permanent meeting room space and a more
conducive sports medicine facility. Also added
to the stadium in 2002 was a state-of-the-art
video scoreboard as well as photo panels that
adorn the Norrh endzone.
In 2000, the construction of the $12.5 million
indoor football practice facility was completed,
located just east of the current football complex
and locker room. The football practice field opens
directly onto the East Outdoor Practice Field.
In 1992, the DIA completed an $18 million
renovation project on Memorial Stadium,
replacing the main and balcony stands on the
east and west sides of the Stadium.
In 1998, the Irwin Academic Center opened on
campus, providing UI student-athletes with
state-ot-the-art computer study areas,
conference rooms, career planning and
placement and other academic programs all
under one roof The Irwin Center is utilized by
over 600 student-athletes on an annual basis.
ATHLETIC BOARD
William D. Adams, ex officio
Mictiael B. Bass, ex officio
Benjamin Blalszik, sfudent
leffrey G. Brown, sfudent
Jotin P Collins, alumnus
Lawrence M. DeBrock. faculty
Marianne Dickerson, alumna
Thomas A. DiSanto, alumnus
John Erdman, faculty
James T. Frakes, alumnus
Ronald E. Guenther, ex officio
Meghan Naik. student
Ann Nardulli, faculty (chair)
Laurence Parker, faculty
Nancy Sottos, faculty rep.
Christopher Span, faculty
Robert Y, Sperling, Board of Trustees
Emily Watts, faculty
Thomas Weissinger, faculty
Matthew B. Wheeler, faculty rep.
Top Left: HuffHall, home to Illinois wrestling,
gymnastics and volleyball; Top Right: Bielfeldt
Athletic Administration Building; Above Left:
Ubben Basketball Practice Facility: Above
Right: UI Tritck and Soccer Stadium.
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PRESIDENT B. JOSEPH WHITE
University oi Illinois President B. Joseph White took
office as the University of Illinois' 16th president on
Jan. 31, 2005, to lead the further development ol
what he calls the university of the future.
White, 58, is familiar with both public higher
education and the Midwest. He spent nearly three
decades affiliated with the University of Michigan at
Ann Arbor, where he received his doctorate in business administration in
1975. He also served there as interim president, dean of rhe business school
and faculty member.
Upon the announcement of his selection as president by the University of
Illinois Board of Trustees in November 2004, White stated four
aspirations:— 1) To continue to build the performance, stature, reputation
and resources of the University; 2) To ensure that the work of the
University is hard-wired to the needs of the people of Illinois, especially in
education, economic development and health care, vital matters that touch
every citizen; 3) To focus intensively on maintaining access to the
University as a gateway of opportunity.. .as well as the excellence of the
University; and 4) To ensure that University campus communities are
models of diverse people working together.
Among White's primary focuses since taking office have been development
of a strategic plan, Creating a Brilliant Future for the University ot Illinois,
and the forging ot what he calls a compact among five principal parties to
provide the resources needed to ensure excellence. The compact consists of:
1) State support continuing to play a vital role; 2) Tuition payers and their
families carrying an increasing share of the burden while the University
provides financial aid to ensure access; 3) Faculty members doing their part
through excellent work and success in winning competitive research grants
and contracts; 4) Donors doing their part through generous giving; 5) And
University leadetship making the best use of resources with which they have
been entrusted.
Before coming to the University of Illinois Joe Wliite was the Wilbur K.
Pierpont Collegiate Professor, professor of business administration and
research professor in the Life Sciences Institute at U-M, leading the
development of the Project for a Positive Healthcare Future. The project
focuses on improvements in efficacy, patient and provider empowerment
and efficiencies that can result from advances in biology, engineering and
information science applied to the practice of medicine.
Wliite is a native of Detroit who was reared in Kalamazoo. He earned his
bachelor's degree, magna cum laude, in international economics from the
Georgetown University School ot Foreign Service in 1969 and an MBA,
with distinction, from Harvard University in 1971 and doctorate in
business administration in 1975 trom the University ot Michigan. He first
joined the U-M faculty as assistant professor of organizational behavior and
industrial relations in 1975; was associate professor trom 1978-80; associate
dean in the U-M Business School 1987-90, interim dean 1990-91;
president of the U-M William Davidson Institute 1993-2001; dean of the
Business School 1991-2001, and interim president in 2002. The William
Davidson Institute is a center ot expertise on economic and business
development in emerging market economies.
White also has private-sector experience, including six years at C'ummins
Engine Co., Inc., 1981-87, first as vice president for management
development and then as vice president for personnel and public affairs.
White is an independent director or trustee of several companies, including
Equity Residential, headquartered in C'hicago; Gordon Food Service; and
Kelly Services. He is a director of the W.H. Upjohn Institute for
Employment Research. He has chaired the boards of several large
healthcare organizations, including the University ot Michigan He;ilth
System, St. Joseph Hospital in Ann Arbor and the Catherine McAuley
Health Svstem.
White is on the board of the American Council on Education, which serves
as a consensus leader on key higher education issues and seeks to influence
public policy through advocacy, research and program initiatives. He also
serves on the President's Circle ot the Chicago Council on Foreign
Relations.
He has written, taught and lectured extensively on leadership, management
and organizational matters. He received an honorary degree from Wabash
College in 2003. White was recently appointed to the Chicago 2016
Evaluation Committee to explore the City of Chicago's possible pursuit ot
the opportunity to host the 2016 Olympic Games.
He and his wife, Mary WFiite, are the parents of two grown children and
have two grandchildren.
CHANCELLOR RICHARD HERMAN
As Chancellor at Illinois, Dr. Richard Herman is
committed to excellence in education, scientific and
intellectual innovation, diversity, engagement with
societal needs, and internationalizing the education
of students. He continues to encourage and support
interdisciplinary research and new alliances-including
p.irtnerships between government, universities, and
industry-to create opportunities for progress in basic
and applied research.
Dr. Herman is a leader in national discussions about transforming public
research universities and the land-grant mission to meet the needs of the
twenty-first century. As a member of the National Council on
Competitiveness and National Innovation Initiative, he works to foster
relationships between the academic world and the national business
community, maximizing the contributions that research universities can
make in preserving U.S. competitiveness in the global economy.
For many years, Dr. Herman has played a leading role in discussion of
national science policy, consistently stressing the need to better position the
sciences to engage the emerging needs of society. In February 2006, Dr.
Herman was appointed by President Bush to the President's Council of
Advisors on Science and Technology. He joins a select group of members
from the academic community and the private sector who advise the
president on technology, scientific research priorities, and math and science
education. He also served on the National Science Foundation's Advisory
Committee for the Directorate of Mathematical and Physical Sciences and
served as Chair of the Joint Policy Board tor Mathematics. He currently
serves on the Mellon College of Science Advisory Board and is a member
of the Observatories Council, the Management Council of the Association
ot Universities for Research in Astronomy, Inc., associated with the
National Optical Astronomy Observatory.
A mathematician whose work concentrates on mathematical physics and
operator algebras. Dr. Herman's research has been supported by such
agencies as the National Science Foundation, NATO and NDEA and has
resulted in numerous reports in scientific publications. He is a member ot
the Tau Beta Pi and Sigma Xi honorary societies and recipient of an
Alexander von Humboldt Foundation tellowship. Before coming to
Illinois, he served on the faculties of the University ot California at Los
Angeles, Pennsylvania State University and the LJniversity of Mani-land at
College Park. He h.is been a visiting faculty member and fellow at the
University ot Marseilles and Princeton University.
Dr. Herman and his wife, Susan, are active in the Champaign-L'rbana
community, where Mrs. Herman helped found the 40N/80W Arts
Council and Dr. Herman scri'es on the Boards of the United Way and the
Champaign County Chamber of Commerce. The Hermans have three
children and six grandchildren.
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DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS RON GUENTHER
Entering his 1 5th year as Director of Athletics at
the University of Illinois, Ron Guenther has
returned his alma mater to the national elite in
competing tor championships in 19
intercollegiate sports with outstanding coaches,
staff and facilities, including two straight Top-
25 finishes in the NACDA Director's Cup
competition and an NCAA title tot the Illinois
men's tennis program in 2003. In 2001, he was
named the NACDA/Continental Airlines
Centtal Region Athletic Director of the Year. The MVP ofthe 1 966 Illinois
football squad, Guenther continues to move the Illini athletic program on
a breakneck pace toward a position of competing at a championship level
in all programs.
Guenther has overseen a series of dramatic changes that have local, regional
and national media, alumni and fans marveling at his ability to add sport
programs in women's soccer and Softball, recruit top-level coaches,
successfiilly engineer and surpass a $70 million capital campaign and create
a model program producing outstanding student-athletes. He is currently
leading a second major capital campaign to expand and renovate facilities,
strengthen endowment and increase annual giving to offset the rising cost
of tuition.
Under Guenther's leadership, Illinois has steadily improved its performance
on the field and in the classroom. Off the field, Illinois student-athletes
have continued to benefit from outstanding academic service programs,
matching the overall campus grade point average and producing nearly 100
Academic All-Big Ten award winners annually in all sports.
^^WVJTTGuenther has also spearheaded arevolution for fiinding for championship-
level programs and facilities as the
Division of Intercollegiate Athletics has
opened necessary additional revenue
streams totaling more than $3 million
through working partnerships with
corporate sponsors and management of
the llhni Sports Radio Network.
Guenther's aggressive plan to make the
Division of Intercollegiate Athletics a
valuable and enthusiastic partner in the
overall education, research and service
mission of the University has begun to
pay dividends in the 21st century.
Now in his founh decade with the University of Illinois, Guenther was the
Most Valuable Player on the 1966 Illinois football squad undet Head
Coach Pete Elliott. He was a second-team All-Big Ten selection at offensive
guard, also earning first-team Academic All-Big Ten honors and
recognition as the University's outstanding senior in physical education.
Guenther earned his bachelor of science degree in physical education from
Illinois in 1967 and an M.S. in administration in 1968 before embarking
on a successful career in coaching, athletic administration and business.
Guenther was named the 17th Director of Athletics on May 14, 1992 after
serving for two years with the University of Illinois Foundation as Director
of Major Gifts and for thtee years as a partner with The Barofsky
Association, a Chicago-area investments and marketing firm. From June of
1988 to March of 1989, Guenther served as Interim Directot of Athletics
for External Operations, administering the development program, public
relations, ptomotions,
tickets, metchandise and
summer camps.
Guenther spent the previous
three years within the
Division of Intercollegiate
Athletics as associate athletic
director for development,
coordinating the
"Campaign for Excellence
in Athletics." That
campaign began the first
major facelift of athletic
facilities in neatly 60 years
on campus and provided the
impetus for the eventual
construction of Illinois Field
for baseball, the UI Outdoor
Track and Field and Soccer
Stadium, the Atkins Tennis Center and the Irwin Football Complex,
housing coaches offices, locker rooms, sports medicine, strength and
conditioning facilities and meeting rooms for Illinois football. One of the
nation's top athletic fund raisers, Guenther has been instrumental in
soliciting gift commitments totaling more than $50 million toward capital
improvements at Illinois during the last 15 years.
Firmly committed to delivering the Illinois message across the state and
Midwest, Guenther served from 1983 to 1987 as assistant athletic director
for Chicago operations, renewing a commitment that continues today to
reach out to the thousands of Chicago-atea alumni,
donors and fans.
During his tenure in Chicago, Guenther created
the annual statewide caravan for promotion and
public relations and saw a ttlpling in the number of
donors to Illinois athletics.
Guenther spent eight years at North Central
College in Naperville, III., including a stint from
1975-79 as directot of admissions and also as an
associate head football coach. From 1979-83, he
served as the vice president of development and
public affairs at North Central, helping to design
and implement a $15 million Capital Campaign.
As associate head football coach, Guenther helped the Cardinals amass a
23-12-2 record, including the school's first winning season in 15 years.
Before moving to North Central College, Guenther was offensive line
coach at Boston College from 1971-74, helping to develop nine National
Football League players. From 1968-71, Guenther was a teacher and
coached football, wtestling and track and field for the Evanston Township
and Glenbard High School systems in suburban Chicago.
Born Oct. 3, 1945, Guenthet is a native of Elmhurst, 111. and a graduate of
York High School. He lettered at Illinois in 1965 and 1966, helping Illinois
to a 24-14-1 record in his four seasons. Guenthet earned MVP honors on
a squad that produced five All-Americans in 1 966.
He was inducted into the Chicagoland Sports Hall of Fame on Sept. 22,
2005. Guenther and his wife, Megan, reside in Champaign.
o
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champaign County is a warm and welcoming
community with a dynamic mix of technology,
tradition and culture.
The community is rich in culture and full of
activities. Champaign County provides a level of
entertainment opportunities unmatched by
other communities its size due in large part to
the presence of the University of Illinois.
Champaign County is proud to offer vibrant, yet
diverse attractions while maintaining friendly,
small town hospitality.
Literally a "crossroads," Champaign County lies
halfway betwwen the Windy City of Chicago
and St. Louis. East or westbound travelers find
Champaign halfway between Indianapolis and
Peoria.
Nearly 180.000 people call Champaign County
home. Add 40,000 University of Illinois students
and faculty and you see the diversity of a
population that makes Champaign one ol the
most sophisticated counties in Illinois.
Four distinct seasons provide much of the flavor
of Champaign. The summer months provide
many outdoor activity opportunities with
hiking, canoeing and camping locations nearby.
Children can be entertained bv a wide varietv' of
summer camps and water parks. With the fall
comes a beautiful display of changing leaf color
and the always brisk weather for the college
football season. Snow activities are the name of
the game in the winter, .is well as Fighting Illini
basketball and other indoor sports. ^X11cn spring
rolls around, the community shakes ofT the
winter chill and continues to enjoy fine cuisine,
entertainment and intellectual stimulation.
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University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Since 1867 // Commi TO Academic
continuedfrom jront cover
The Athletics Department does not teceive state
tax dollars, yet over the years has been able to hilly
hind the NCAA maximum allowable number of
athletic scholarships for student-athletes in each of
its sports programs, as well as hire excellent
coaches and maintain and upgrade its facilities,
staying on par with the best major collegiate
programs across the nation.
The Irwin Academic Center, an 8,000-square foot
building, provides a comfortable environment for
the exclusive use of student-athletes. It allows
student-athletes to strive for and achieve the high
academic standards of the University while also
growing as individuals. It is a place where student-
athletes can study individually or in group
settings, meet with tutors, complete assignments,
or conduct research in one of thtee state-of-the-art
computet labs.
The University of Illinois Division of
Intercollegiate Athletics mission is to achieve
excellence both in the classroom and in sport
competition.
Sept. 1 ILLINI OPEN
Sept. 15 ILLINI CHALLENGE
Sept. 29 Notre Dame Invitational
Oct. 7 Saluki Invitational
Oct. 14 Pre-NCAA Invitational
Oct. 29 Big Ten Championships
Nov. 11 NCAA Midwest Regional
Nov. 20 NCAA National Championships
All home meets in ORANGE CAPS and held at U of I Arboretum.
All times Central and subject to change.
HOME
South Bend, IN
Carbondale, IL
Terre Haute, IN
Bloomington, IN
Minneapolis, MN
Terre Haute, IN
FIGHTINGILLINI.COM
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